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The list-chromatic index, /$l (H), of a hypergraph H is the least t such that for
any assignment of t-sets S(A) to the edges A of H, there is a proper coloring _ of
H with _(A) # S(A) for all A # H.
Theorem. Let k be fixed and H a hypergraph having edges of size at most k and
maximum degree D, and satisfying
max[d(x, y): x, y distinct vertices of H]=o(D).
Then
/$l (H)D  1 (D  ).
Thus if edge sizes are bounded and pairwise degrees are relatively small, we have
asymptotic agreement of /$l with its trivial lower bound, the maximum degree. The
corresponding result for ordinary chromatic index is a theorem of Pippenger and
Spencer (J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 51 (1989), 2442). On the other hand, even for
simple graphs, earlier work falls far short of deciding the asymptotic behavior of /$l .
The ``guided-random'' method used in the proof is in the spirit of some earlier
work and is thought to be of particular interest. One simple ingredient is a
martingale inequality which ought to prove useful beyond the present context.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
A hypergraph H on a set V is just a collection (possibly with repeats) of
subsets of V. Elements of V are called vertices and elements of H edges. A
hypergraph is k-uniform (resp. k-bounded ) if each of its edges has size
exactly (resp. at most) k. (Thus a 2-uniform hypergraph is a graph.) For
additional terminology see below.
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Recall that a ``coloring'' _: H  S (S any set) is proper if _(A){_(B) for
all distinct, nondisjoint A, B # H, and that the chromatic index, /$(H) is
the least size of an S admitting such a coloring.
The list-chromatic index, /$l (H), of H is the least t such that if S(A) is
a set (``list'') of size t for each A # H, then there exists a proper coloring
_ of H with
_(A) # S(A) for all A # H.
Of course /$l is always at least /$.
The notion of list-coloring seems to have been formulated first by Vizing
[53], and then, independently (under the name ``choosability''), by Erdo s,
Rubin and Taylor [19], and has since received considerable attention. See
[3] for a survey of recent work. Notice that an ordinary coloring problem
in which some colors have already been assigned is a list-coloring problem.
This is one natural reason for studying list-colorings, and suggests that list-
coloring ideas may also be useful in ordinary coloring problems.
The maximum degree of H is a trivial lower bound on /$(H), so also
on /$l (H). Our main result says that under very general assumptions, this
lower bound is asymptotically the truth.
Theorem 1.1. Let k be fixed and H a k-bounded hypergraph of maxi-
mum degree D satisfying
d(x, y)<o(D) for all distinct vertices x, y. (1)
Then
/$l (H)tD.
Here the conclusion holds as D  . Of course the rate of convergence
(of /$l (H)D to 1) depends on the function o(D) in (1); but note that the
latter depends only on D, and not on the particular pair x, y.
For ordinary chromatic index, the statement corresponding to
Theorem 1.1 is essentially due to Pippenger and Spencer [43]; see
Theorem 1.12 below. Theorem 1.1 was conjectured in [31], where a much
more limited extension of the PippengerSpencer Theorem was used to
prove an asymptotic version of the well-known Erdo sFaberLova sz Con-
jecture (see e.g. [16]).
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is given beginning in Section 2. The rest of this
Introduction contains a brief review of earlier (and later) work on list-
chromatic indices of graphs and some related matters; a brief discussion of
the development over the past dozen years of the ``guided-random''
approach on which the proof of Theorem 1.1 is based, together with a very
2 jeff kahn
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brief sketch of the proof itself; and an even more general conjecture which
would give a rather complete understanding of the asymptotic behavior of
the chromatic and list-chromatic indices for hypergraphs of bounded edge
size.
Terminology
Throughout we use H to denote a hypergraph on vertex set V. For
further hypergraph background see e.g. [21] or [8].
For x # V, we write Hx for the set of edges of H containing x. Its car-
dinality is the degree of x (in H) and is denoted dH (x) or simply d(x).
Similarly, d(x, y) denotes the number of edges containing both of the ver-
tices x, y and d(x, Y) the number of edges containing x # V and meeting
YV"[x]. We write D(H) for the largest degree in H. A hypergraph is
D-regular if each of its vertices has degree D.
A matching of H is a collection of pairwise disjoint edges, and the size
of a largest such collection, denoted &(H), is the matching number of H.
We write M(H) for the set of matchings of H.
An (edge) cover of H is a collection of edges whose union is V. The least
size of such a collection if the cover number, denoted \(H).
For X, Y # H _ V, the distance from X to Y, denoted 2(X, Y), is the
least m for which there exists a sequence X=X0 , ..., Xm=Y from H _ V
such that for each i, Xi&1 is an element of Xi or vice versa.
We use } for disjoint union. When A, B are sets, we usually write AtB
for A & B{<.
Finally we need to say a little about asymptotic notation. We use f t g
and f  g for ``f g  1'' and ``lim sup fg1,'' with limits taken as some
relevant parameterhere it will usually be Dtends to infinity. We also
write f== g for (1+=)&1< fg<1+=. As usual we use f =O( g), f =o( g)
and f =|( g) for (respectively) sup( f g)<, f g  0 and fg  .
As in Theorem 1.1, we adopt the ``uniformity convention'' of [43], viz :
any limiting statement involving one or more free variables ranging over
vertices, edges or hypergraphs is understood to hold uniformly with respect
to all possible choices of these variables.
1.1. List-Chromatic Indices of Graphs
The following seems to have been conjectured several times, apparently
first by Vizing, who, according to Kostochka, stated it at a meeting in
Odessa in 1975. ([24], [25]; also see these references and [13] for more
on the history of the problem).
Conjecture 1.2 (``List-Chromatic'' or ``List Coloring'' Conjecture). For
every multigraph G, /$l (G)=/$(G).
3asymptotically good list-colorings
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The case G=Kn, n was proposed by J. Dinitz in about 1978 (see [15]) in
the context of Latin squares, and seems to have provided much of the
initial stimulus for western interest in such questions.
Conjecture 1.3 (Dinitz Conjecture). Suppose that for 1i, jn, Si, j is
a set of size n. Then there is a partial Latin square (si, j)1i, jn with si, j # Si, j
for all i, j.
(A partial Latin square of order n is an n_n array of symbols with the
property that no symbol appears more than once in any row or column.)
A reader new to this subject might feel that these conjectures are
intuitively obvious, on the grounds that making the lists S(A) less alike
should only make the existence of a legal coloring more likely. (For
instance, if G is an odd cycle and the lists are of size 2, then a coloring
exists exactly when not all lists are the same.) But this intuition is a bit
suspect, since as shown by Vizing [53] and Erdo s et. al. [19], the
analogue of Conjecture 1.2 for vertex colorings fails rather badly:
Theorem 1.4 [19]. If n=( 2k&1k ) then the list-chromatic number of Kn, n
is at least k+1 (list-chromatic number being defined in the obvious way).
On the other hand, persuasive evidence for the truth of the Dinitz Con-
jecture is provided by the following surprising discovery of Alon and Tarsi
[5].
By an inversion in a Latin square (ai, j)1i, jn (here always taken to use
symbol set [1, ..., n]) we mean a pair of symbols which are out of order in
a row or column (that is, ai, j>ai, j $ with j<j$ or ai, j>ai$, j with i<i$). A
Latin square is then even (odd ) if it contains an even (odd) number of
inversions. Write ELS(n) and OLS(n) for the numbers of even and odd
Latin squares of order n.
Theorem 1.5 [5]. If ELS(n){OLS(n) then the Dinitz Conjecture is
true for n.
It is easy to see that for odd n, ELS(n)=OLS(n), so Theorem 1.5
provides no information in this case. On the other hand, that
ELS(n){OLS(n) (2)
was checked by Alon and Tarsi for n=2, 4, 6, and by Janssen [30] for
n=8, so it seems reasonable to expect that (2) holds for all even n.
We digress slightly to state the considerably more general main result of
[5]. Recall that a digraph D is Eulerian if the in- and out-degrees d&(v)
and d+(v) coincide for each vertex v, and even (odd ) if it has an even (odd)
4 jeff kahn
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number of arcs. Write EE(D) and OE(D) for the numbers of even and odd
Eulerian subdigraphs of D.
If G is a graph on vertex set [n] and S=(Si : i # [n]), where the Si are
arbitrary sets, then an S-legal (vertex) coloring of G is a function
_: [n]  > Si which is a proper coloring of G in the ordinary sense. The
main result of [5] is
Theorem 1.6. If G has an orientation D with out-degrees :(i) such that
:(i)<|Si | for all i, and
EE(D){OE(D),
Then G has an S-legal coloring.
This is actually quite easy to prove (the algebraic proof is based on some
analysis of the graph polynomial
fG (x1 , ..., xn)= `
jti< j
(xi&xj)),
but has turned out to be quite powerful (see [3] and the discussion under
``Recent developments'' below). It is not too hard to see that it gives
Theorem 1.5 when G is the line graph of Kn, n .
Before reviewing upper bounds, let us mention that there are plausible
extensions of the above discussion to vector spaces and matroids; for example:
Conjecture 1.7. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space and suppose
that for 1i, jn, Si, j is a basis of V. Then there exist si, j # Si, j for 1i,
jn such that each of the sets [si, j : j=1, ..., n], [si, j : i=1, ..., n] is a basis
of V.
This is proposed as a common generalization of the Dinitz Conjecture
and a conjecture of G.-C. Rota (see [28] for more on this and related mat-
ters). Notice it reduces to the Dinitz Conjecture when the set  Si, j is in
general position in V.
It may, of course, be further generalized to matroids (see e.g. [54] for
matroid definitions), and the analogous generalizations of Conjecture 1.2,
Theorem 1.1 and Conjecture 1.19 below are also possibilities. So for example,
one very (may be too) general conjecture in this vein for graphs would be
Conjecture 1.8. Let M be a matroid of rank n on a set X and G a multi-
graph of chromatic index n, and suppose that for each A # E(G), S(A)X
is a basis of M. Then there exist _(A) # S(A) for A # E(G) such that for
every vertex v of G, [_(A): A % v] is independent in M.
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Apart from the beauty (in the eye of the author) of these conjectures, it
may be hoped that the more general statementsespecially those involving
matroidsprovide a better basis for inductive approaches to the original
coloring problems.
Upper Bounds
Trivially, any graph or multigraph G of maximum degree D satisfies
/$l (G)<2D. Rather surprisingly, it does not seem easy to make any signifi-
cant improvement on this bound.
For simple graphs, the first progress was made by Bolloba s and Harris
[11], who showed for simple graphs G,
/$l (G)<11D(G)6+o(D(G)).
This was improved, but only for triangle-free G, to
/$l (G)9D(G)5
by Chetwynd and Ha ggkvist [13], and then to
/$l (G)<7D(G)4+o(D(G)) (3)
for all (simple) G by Bolloba s and Hind [12] (who remark that an
elaboration of their argument improves the constant in (3) to 127). For
some additional results see e.g. [23], [26], [24], and also the references
in [24].
Of course, Theorem 1.1 settles the problem asymptotically, viz.
Theorem 1.9. For any simple graph G, /$l (G)=D(G)+o(D(G)).
(And of course the assumption of simplicity can be replaced by (1).)
For multigraphs the best bound known is 9D(G)5, due to Hind [25a];
but see Section 1.4 for what ought to be trues.
Recent Developments
This is being written in June of 1993. Theorem 1.1 was proved in the
summer of 1990, and the main points of the proof were discussed in [33].
More recently, there have been several striking related developments. The
first of these was the Theorem of J. H. Kim stated in the next section.
Near the end of last year, J. Janssen [29] gave a beautiful and simple
proof, based on Theorem 1.6, that
/$l (Kn, n+1)=n+1
6 jeff kahn
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(which in particular says that the Dinitz Conjecture is not off by more
than 1). Even more recently, Ha ggkvist and Janssen [25], taking [29] as
a starting point, showed
/$l (G)<D+O(D23 log D) (4)
for simple bipartite G of maximum degree D, and /$l (G)/$(G)+1 for G
belonging to a class of bipartite graphs which they call ``rainbow
colourable.'' At this writing they can also show /$l (Kn)n+1, and expect
that their method will extend to give (4) for nonbipartite graphs.
1.2. Asymptotics of Packing, Covering, and Coloring Problems
The ingenious arguments of [11], [13] and [12] are in the spirit of
Vizing's Theorem, in that one begins with a coloring which is optimal in
an appropriate sense, and shows that if the number of legal colors at each
edge is large enough (and if the coloring is not proper), then some
improvement is possible.
The proof of Theorem 1.9 is different, and is inspired by a striking
sequence of results whichthough to some extent anticipated by work of
Ajtai, Komlo s and Szemere di [1] and Komlo s, Pintz and Szemere di
[37]is perhaps most properly regarded as beginning with V. Ro dl's
beautiful proof [44] about ten years ago of the ``Erdo sHanani Conjec-
ture.'' We just outline the main developments in this sequence; for more
extensive discussions, see [21], [33]. (Some of the following discussion is
borrowed from [33].)
For positive integer t, say a family H of subsets of a set V is a t-packing
if no t-subset of V is contained in more than one member of H, and a
t-cover if each t-subset of V is contained in at least one member of H. For
2t<k<v=|V|, let P(v, k, t) (resp. C(v, k, t)) denote the size of a largest
t-packing (resp. smallest t-cover) of k sets in V.
Erdo s and Hanani [17] proved that the obvious bounds
P(v, k, t)
\vt+
\kt+
C(v, k, t) (5)
are asymptotically tight for t=2 and any fixed k, and conjectured the same
result for every t and k. This is Ro dl's Theorem:
Theorem 1.10 [44]. For every fixed t and k,
P(v, k, t)t\vt+<\
k
t+tC(v, k, t).
7asymptotically good list-colorings
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(A well-known conjecture in the theory of block designs states that the
bounds (5) are exact for large enough v satisfying the obvious necessary
conditions
\k&it&i+ } \
v&i
t&i+ for 0it&1.
For t=2 this was proved by R. M. Wilson in the early 1970's [55], but
for t3 a proof still appears remote.)
Following Ro dl's initial breakthrough, the main advances were as
follows. P. Frankl and Ro dl [20] showed that Theorem 1.10 is just one
manifestation of a remarkably general packing and covering phenomenon
in hypergraphs with bounded edge sizes. An even stronger and cleaner ver-
sion of their Theorem was proved by N. Pippenger (unpublished; for the
original proof, see [49] or [21]):
Theorem 1.11. Let k be fixed and H a k-uniform hypergraph satisfying
|d(x)&D(H)|<o(D(H)) for all vertices x, and (6)
d(x, y)<o(D(H)) for all distinct vertices x, y. (7)
Then
&(H)tnkt\(H).
Note that this immediately gives Theorem 1.10 when applied to the
hypergraph
H={\Kt + : K # \
V
k+=
on the vertex set ( Vt ).
(The FranklRo dl Theorem differs from Theorem 1.11 in requiring an
explicit bound (roughly D(log |V| )3) on pairwise degrees. Actually,
Theorem 1.11 is not quite the full Pippenger Theorem, which, mainly to
facilitate proof, relaxes the hypotheses to allow a small number of vertices
of larger degree.)
Finally, Pippenger and Spencer proved, as suggested by Fu redi, that the
hypotheses of Theorem 1.11 guarantee the existence not just of one good
matching or cover, but of a decomposition of the entire hypergraph into
matchings or covers which are good on average:
8 jeff kahn
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Theorem 1.12 [43]. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.11,
/$(H)tD(H)t,(H),
where ,(H) is the maximum size of a collection of pairwise disjoint covers
from H.
As mentioned earlier, this is essentially Theorem 1.1 for ordinary
chromatic index.
Theorem 1.12 is based on an elegant variant of Theorem 1.11, which we
state for future reference:
Theorem 1.13. For every =>0 and k there are $>0 and t so that if H
is a k-uniform, D-regular hypergraph on V with
d(x, y)<$D \x, y # V,
then there is a probability distribution p on the set M of matchings of H
satisfying
(a)  [ p(M) : A # M # M]== 1D \A # H,
(b) for M chosen from M according to p, and A # H, the event
[A # M] is independent of the events [[B # M] : 2(A, B)>t].
Of course the expected size, say +, of a random matching drawn from a
distribution as in Theorem 1.13 satisfies +== nk. This (letting =  0) yields
Theorem 1.11 (this doesn't require (b)), and says that matchings of the
desired size are plentiful in some sense.
See also [32][34] for some different developments from Theorem 1.11.
Though each of the above results requires substantial new ideas, all
depend centrally on the notion of constructing the desired object (match-
ing, cover, coloring. . .) in small random incrementsmore accurately, in
small increments whose existence is established by random methodsthus
by a sort of ``guided random'' or ``semistochastic'' procedure (the latter
term was suggested by Eli Shamir).
More or less the same idea, though applied in a less precise setting, first
appears (to the best of my knowledge) in the pioneering work of Ajtai,
Komlo s and Szemere di [1] and Komlo s, Pintz and Szemere di [37]
alluded to above.
Theorem 1.1 is a considerable advance over these already very powerful
earlier results, and demonstrates a flexibility for the ``guided random''
approach which, the author feels sure, will lead to many further developments.
For example, about a year ago, J. H. Kim [36], using a similar method,
made important progress on Vizing's old problem [52] of upper bounds
for the chromatic number of a triangle-free graph G of maximum degree D.
9asymptotically good list-colorings
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It seems reasonable to expect, particularly in view of [1], [2], [48], that
the chromatic number, /(G), of a triangle-free G is at most O(Dlog D).
(This would be best possible.) Nonetheless, despite considerable effort by
some very strong researchers, the best upper bound at present is about
2D3, due to Kostochka (see [50]). Even for larger girth (``triangle-free'' is
girth 4), the best bound until now was Kostochka's [38]
Theorem 1.14. For D5, if G has girth at least 4(D+2) log D, then
/(G)wD2x+2.
(Kostochka mentions that his proof extends to the list-chromatic num-
ber, /l (G), defined in the obvious way.)
Kim's result gives the correct order of magnitude for both chromatic and
list-chromatic numbers:
Theorem 1.15. If G is a graph of maximum degree D and girth at least
5, then /l (G)<(1+o(1)) Dlog D.
It is conjectured (by Kim and the author, probably others as well) that
the same result holds for girth 4.
(About a month ago, R. Ha ggkvist told me that A. Johansson and
S. McGuiness, had just (independently) proved Kim's resultfollowing the
description of the proof of Theorem 1.1 given in [33]and believed that
for girth 4 they could show /(G)=O(Dlog D) and /l (G)=o(D).)
1.3. Sketch of a Sketch
The following is a very short, and not quite accurate sketch of the proof
of Theorem 1.1. (It is accurate in case the lists S(A) are initially all the
same, i.e. in the case of ordinary chromatic index.) A full outline of the
proof is given in Section 2, and details are provided in subsequent sections.
Our coloring process proceeds in stages. At each stage we tentatively
assign each as yet uncolored edge A a random color from its current list
of legal colors. In some (most) cases, the color tentatively assigned to A
will also be assigned to one or more edges meeting A. Such edges A are
simply returned to the pool of uncolored edges. The remaining edges (those
not involved in such ``collisions'') are permanently colored with their ten-
tative colors and removed from the hypergraph. We then modify the lists
of legal colors (mainly meaning that we delete from S(A) all colors already
assigned to edges which meet A) and repeat the process.
Concentration results together with the Lova sz local lemma are used to
show that this procedure can be repeated many times, leaving after each
stage a hypergraph and modified lists of legal colors which are reasonably
well-behaved. Eventually our control here does deteriorate, but by the time
10 jeff kahn
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this happens the degrees in the remaining hypergraph are small relative to
the number of colors still admissible at an edge, and the remaining edges
can be colored greedily.
A strange feature of this procedure is that the lists of legal colors initially
shrink much faster than the degrees. (Roughly, when the degrees have
shrunk to ;D, with ; not too small, the lists will have size about ;kD if
edges are of size k.) This at first seems unpromising, since we are
accustomed to thinking of degree as a trivial lower bound on chromatic
index. What saves us herethis is perhaps the central idea of the proofis
that the lists Si(A) (of legal colors for A at the end of stage i) tend to
evolve fairly independently, except where obviously dependent. So for
example, for a color # which through stage i has not been permanently
assigned to any edge meeting A & B (that is, we condition on this being
so), the probability that # belongs to Si(B) is not much affected by its
membership or nonmembership in Si(A).
Two other aspects of the proof are worth mentioning here. First, in con-
trast to the proofs of the results summarized above, the random increments
here are not really very small. (At any stage, each as yet uncolored edge is
permanently colored with probability at least about e&k.)
Second, we produce all color classes in parallel. So for example, when all
the S(A) are equal, we don't see any of the large matchings predicted by
Theorem 1.11 until the end of the process (at which point, of course, we see
many of them). The proof of Theorem 1.12, on the other hand, proceeds by
sequentially choosing random matchings via Theorem 1.13. (Thinking of
the color classes as horizontal layers, Jeong Han Kim suggested calling the
method of [43] ``horizontal'' and that of the present paper ``vertical.'')
1.4. A More General Conjecture
Before stating our main conjecture, let us briefly review some of what's
known about edge-colorings of multigraphs.
As mentioned earlier, the best general upper bound for list-chromatic
indices of multigraphs is Hind's /$l(G)9D(G)5 [25a]. In fact, here even
the situation for ordinary chromatic index is very unsatisfactory. Perhaps
the most interesting results in this direction are Shannon's Theorem [47]
which says that
/$(G)3D(G)2,
and Vizing's Theorem [51]of which his well-known upper bound for
simple graphs is a special casestating that
/$(G)D(G)+max[dG (x, y) : x, y # V(G)].
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Both these results are sharp when G consists of three vertices, each two
joined by D2 edges, but are far from the truth for general G.
On the other hand, it is easy to guessthough so far not to provewhat
should be true in general, as follows. Set
1(G)=max[2 |E(W)| ( |W|&1) : WV, |W| odd ]
and
8(G)=max[D(G), 1(G)].
Then /$(G) is trivially at least 8(G), and, in view of Vizing's bound for
simple graphs, it is natural to expect, or at least to hope for
Conjecture 1.16. For all multigraphs G, /$(G)8(G)+1.
This was first proposed by Goldberg (see [50]), and again (indepen-
dently) by Andersen [6] and Seymour [45]. (Actually, even more precise
statements are possible; see these references and also [22].)
For list-chromatic index. Conjectures 1.2 and 1.16 would imply
/$l (G)8(G)+1,
which, in the spirit of the present work, we relax to
Conjecture 1.17. For multigraphs G, /$l (G)t8(G).
(Limits taken as, say, 8(G)  ).
A curious possibility here is an analogue of Theorem 1.13 which would
imply /$(G)t8(G) in the same way that Theorem 1.13 implies Theorem 1.12:
Question 1.18. Is it true that for each =>0 there exist t and D0 such
that for every DD0 and D-regular multigraph G with 8(G)=D, there is
a probability distribution p on M=M(G) satisfying
(a) pA== 1D \A # E(G), and
(b) for M chosen at random from M according to p, and A # E(G), the
event [A # M] is independent of the events [[B # M] : 2(A, B)>t]?
Apart from consequences, an affirmative answer to this would, I think,
be very interesting in its own right.
Surprisingly, Conjecture 1.17 has a plausible extension to hypergraphs of
bounded edge size, as follows. For a hypergraph H with M=M(H), the
12 jeff kahn
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fractional chromatic index of H, denoted (unfortunately) /$*(H), is the
minimum value of
:
M # M
f (M)
over f : M  R+ satisfying
:
A # M # M
f (M)1 \A # H.
(Such an f is a fractional edge-coloring.)
Then trivially, /$l (H)/$(H)/$*(H). Moreover, the well-known
matching polytope theorem of Edmonds ([14] or e.g. [42]) is equivalent
to
/$*(G)=8(G) for all multigraphs G.
Thus Conjecture 1.17 is contained in the following, our main conjecture.
Conjecture 1.19. For fixed k and k-bounded hypergraphs, H,
/$l (H)t/$(H)t/$*(H)
(with limits taken as, say, /$l (H)  ).
This would give a surprisingly satisfactory understanding of the
asymptotic behavior of the chromatic and list-chromatic indices for
k-bounded hypergraphs. Let us just point out that it contains Theorem 1.1
via Theorem 1.13, since the existence of a distribution p satisfying
: [ p(M) : A # M # M]t1D \A # H
is the same as /$*(H)tD.
2. Structure of the Proof
It is convenient to have a name for the upper bound in (1), say
N=max[d(x, y) : x, y # V, x{ y] (=o(1)).
It is also convenient to assume H is regular, which we may do by the
following observation from [31].
Proposition 2.1. If H is a k-bounded hypergraph on V with D=D(H),
then there is a k-uniform, D-regular F on some W$V satisfying
13asymptotically good list-colorings
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(a) F |V$H,
(b) for all distinct x, y # W,
dF (x, y){=dH (x, y)1
if x, y # V
otherwise,
where F |V=[A & V : A # F], regarded as a multiset (so ``$'' also refers to
multisets).
Thus we must show that for fixed $>0 (which we may assume to be
fairly small), k and for k-uniform, D-regular H satisfying (1),
/$l (H)(1+$)D (8)
for sufficiently large D.
Suppose then that for each A # H, S(A) is a set of size (1+$)D, and set
 S(A)=1. We color H in s ``random'' stages (s will be on the order of
log(1$)) followed by a ``greedy'' stage. For i=1, ..., s, write Mi for the set
of edges colored at stage i, _i for the coloring of Mi, and Hi for
Hi&1"Mi=H"ji M j (where H0=H).
We maintain for each v # V at stage i a set Liv1 of ``still legal'' colors
for v. This will contain most of the colors which through stage i have not
been permanently assigned to any of the edges at v.
We then define for each A # Hi
S i(A)=S(A) & ,
v # A
Liv , (9)
and for # # Liv set
H iv(#)=[A # H
i : v # A, # # S i(A)].
Legality of the coloring is ensured by requiring at each stage i that
_i is a proper coloring of Mi, (10)
_i(A) # S i&1(A) for each A # M i, (11)
and
Si(A)Si&1(A)"[_i(B) : AtB # Mi] for each A # H i. (12)
Central to the proof is exercise of rather tight control over the sizes of
the sets H iv , S
i(A) and H iv(#). Set ;
(0)=1 and for i1 let
;(i)=\1&exp _&k;
(i&1)
;(i&1)+$&+ ;(i&1).
14 jeff kahn
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We seek to maintain the properties
dHi (v)t;(i)D \v # V, (13)
|Si(A)|t
(;(i)+$)k
(1+$)k&1
D \A # H i, (14)
|H iv(#)|\;
(i)+$
1+$ +
k&1
;(i)D \v # V, # # Liv . (15)
(Noticesetting L0v=1 for all v # Vthat these are true for i=0.)
Some comment on our use of the notation ``t'' may be helpful. Note
that we have fixed $>0 (and k) once and for all, and that the number of
iterations of our procedure, and the parameters ;(i), depend only on $ and
k, and not on D. Thus all functions of these quantities are constants. The
rates of convergence in the limiting statements (13)(15) are then under-
stood, according to the uniformity convention, to be independent of the
arguments v, A, # (and also of H). So for example, (15) says
|H iv(#)|<(1+o(1)) \;
(i)+$
1+$ +
k&1
;(i)D \v # V, # # Liv ,
where the rate of convergence of o(1) to 0 is independent of v and #. (Note,
however, that the rates of convergence do depend on i, and will be slower
for larger i.)
To see why conditions (13)(15) are natural, consider the ``standard''
case that all S(A) are the same. A stage of our coloring procedure in this
case could go as follows. (To handle the general case we will need to intro-
duce some extra edges and verticessee the definition of G* belowbut in
the standard case, we could eliminate these auxiliary elements to recover
the procedure described here.)
(1) We tentatively assign each surviving edge a random (with respect
to uniform distribution) color from its current set of legal colors.
(2) An edge is then permanently colored (with its tentative color) if
it does not meet any other edge which has been assigned this color;
otherwise it is returned to the set of uncolored edges.
A little calculation (taking account of (1); see (52)) gives the probability
that an edge is permanently colored as about
exp _&k;
(i&1)
;(i&1)+$& ,
which explains (13).
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For (14), note that after i iterations we expect to have colored about
(1&;(i))D edges (using the same number of colors) at each vertex v, thus
leaving about ( ;(i)+$)D of the original (1+$)D colors still available at v.
In view of this, (14) just expresses the idea that the sets of unused colors
at the different vertices of A are (again because of (1)) more or less inde-
pendent. As mentioned earlier, this seems to me the central idea of the
proof.
Similar considerations give the right hand side of (15) as the natural
value of its left hand side: if we condition on # # Liv , and if various events
# # Liw and A # H
i tend to be independent, then each of the approximately
;(i)D surviving edges A % v should have about a ((; (i)+$)(1+$))k&1
chance of having # # S i(A). (In the standard case the ``'' in (15) can be
replaced by ``t''.)
Returning to the proof, suppose we have manged to maintain conditions
(10)(15) through stage s, where the constant s is chosen so that
( ;(s)+$)k
(1+$)k&1
>1.1k;(s).
(E.g. this is true when s=ek log(2k$&k), since ;(i)<(1&e&k);(i&1) for
i1. Here 1.1 is, of course, just some constant greater than 1.)
To finish it is then sufficient to find a legal coloring _s+1 of Hs with
_s+1(A) # Ss(A) for each A. This can now be done greedily, since for each
A # Hs,
|Ss(A)|t
( ; (s)+$)k
(1+$)k&1
D>1.1k; (s)Dt1.1 |[B: AtB # Hs]|,
by (14), (13) and (1). (The inequality (15) is not needed for this final step,
but it is essential for maintaining (13) and (14).)
Thus our real task is, given Hi&1 together with sets Li&1v , S
i&1(A)
satisfying (13)(15) (with i&1 in place of i), to define Mi, _i, Liv for v # V
and (consequently) Si(A) for A # Hi :=Hi&1"M i satisfying (10)(15).
For simplicity, set ;(i&1)=;, ;i=;$, H i&1=G, H i&1v (#)=Gv(#),
Li&1v =Lv and S
i&1(A)=T(A).
Set
:=
( ;+$)k
(1+$)k&1
(so :D is the approximate size of the sets T(A)),
:$=
( ;$+$)k
(1+$)k&1
.
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Thus our assumptions (13)(15) are
dG (v)t;D \v # V. (16)
|T(A)|t:D \A # G, (17)
|Gv(#)|
:;
;+$
D \v # V, # # Lv . (18)
We now define the basic iteration more precisely. In the general case (i.e.
when the sets S(A) are allowed to differ), some artifice is required to force
our parameters to evolve as they would naturally in the standard case. For
this purpose we employ some auxiliary edges and vertices.
It is convenient here to introduce an extra symbol 4  1, with assign-
ment of 4 to an (auxiliary) edge A by one of our random colorings taken
to mean that A is not assigned a color.
(a) For each v # V and # # Lv , let G0v (#) be a set of
\ :;;+$ D&|Gv(#)|+
+
new edges, each consisting of v and k&1 new vertices not contained in any
other new edge. For each such new edge B set T(B)=[#, 4] and Lw=[#]
for each new w # B.
(b) For each new edge B as in (a) with T(B)=[#, 4] and new ver-
tex w # B, let G0(w) be a set of :;(;+$) D new edges, each consisting of
w and k&1 new vertices not contained in any other new edge. Again for
each of these new edges C set T(C)=[#, 4].
Let V* consist of V together with all the auxiliary vertices just defined,
and similarly let G* consist of G plus the auxiliary edges. Note in particular
that in view of (18) we have
|G*v (#)|t
:;
;+$
D (19)
whenever v # V*, # # Lv . (New vertices z introduced in (b) play no role
here; we may set Lz=< for these so as not to affect (19).)
Set
x=(:D)&1
and
xA={1 |T(A)|x
if A # G
if A # G*"G.
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Then
xAtx (20)
for all A (by (17)).
We now choose tentative colors for the edges. For A # G choose {(A)
uniformly at random from T(A) (independent of choices at other edges),
that is,
Pr({(A)=#)=xA \# # T(A). (21)
For A # G*"G with T(A)=[#, 4], choose {(A) (again, independent of
other choices) according to
Pr({(A)=#)=xA(=x)
Pr({(A)=4)=1&xA .= (22)
Set
M=[A # G : BtA O {(B){{(A)],
_(A)={(A) if A # M,
G$=G"M,
L$v=[# # Lv : v # A # M O {(A){#],
T$(A)=T(A) & ,
v # A
L$v ,
G$v(#)=[A # G$v : # # T$(A)].
(It is convenient to define T$(A) for all A # G, even though those belonging
to M become irrelevant once we complete the current iteration.)
Let us say an event occurs with very high probability (w.v.h.p.) if its prob-
ability is at least 1&D&|(1).
Lemma 2.2 (Main Lemma).
(a) For all v # V, w.v.h.p.
dG$ (v)t;$D. (23)
(b) For all A # G, w.v.h.p.
|T$(A)|t:$D. (24)
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(c) There is a function ===(D)=o(1) such that for all v # V, w.v.h.p.,
}{# : |G$v(#)|>(1+=) :$;$;$+$ D=}<N. (25)
Suppose Lemma 2.2 is established. It is not hard to see that each of the
events described in (23)(25) is independent of all but at most DO(1) others.
More precisely,
G$v depends only on [{(C) :C # G*, 2(v, C)3],
T$(A) depends only on [{(C ) :C # G*, 2(A, C)4], and
G$v(#) depends only on [{(C ) :C # G*, 2(v, C)5].
Thus, if we write Qv , QA , and Q$v for the failures of (23), (24) and (25)
respectively, it follows that each of these events is independent of all others
having a subscript at distance greater than 10 from its own, so in particular
is independent of all but at most, say, (kD)5 others.
The Lova sz local lemma ([18, p. 616] or e.g. [4, p. 53]) thus allows us
to choose { so that (23)(25) hold for all A, v. Having done so, we set
Mi=M, _i=_, Hi=G$ and
Liv=L$v>{# : |G$v(#)|>(1+=) :$;$;$+$ D=
Si(A)=T$(A) & ,
v # A
Liv .
(Note the latter agrees with (9).) It is then easy to check that we have
(10)(15). (For (14) note that by (25), |Si(A)"T$(A)|kN.)
Remark. If we strengthened (1) to
max[d(x, y): x, y # V, x{ y]=o(Dlog D),
then we could replace (c) by the stronger and more natural
(c$) For all v, #, w.v.h.p.
|G$v(#)|
:$;$
;$+$
D.
This is no longer true if we only assume (1); see the remark following
(130).
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The remainder of the paper is devoted to the proof of Lemma 2.2. For
each of the three parts we first prove that expected behavior is as desired
(Section 6), and then show via martingales that the relevant random
variables are highly concentrated near their expectations (Section 7).
These main parts of the proof are prefaced by three preliminary sections.
Section 3 gives what we need in the way of martingales. The main result
here is Lemma 3.4, an (apparently) new bound on E[exp[`  Zi]] for
martingale difference sequences [Zi], which is thought to be of indepen-
dent interest. Sections 4 and 5 isolate some definitions and basic facts
which are helpful in organizing the subsequent work.
3. Martingales
We give here a simple result for martingales (Lemma 3.4 below) which
seems the correct tool for some of the concentration statements proved in
Section 7, and which promises to be useful beyong the present work.
There has lately been considerable attention devoted to martingale-based
derivation of concentration results in combinatorial situations, and we
sketch just a little bit of this to put the new result in context.
Our notation mainly follows [41]. Briefly, we are given a probability
space based on a finite set 0, and a sequence of equivalence relations
[#i]mi=0 on 0, each refining the preceding one. We take 0i to be the parti-
tion corresponding to #i , Ai the set of atoms of 0i , and Fi the associated
Boolean algebra. For a random variable X : 0  R we set Xi=E[X | Fi]
(that is, for each | # H # Ai , Xi (|)=E[X | H]). Then [Xi] is a martingale
with respect to [Fi], i.e. E[Xi | Fi&1]=Xi&1. Finally, set Zi=Xi&Xi&1
for i=1, ..., m and Z= Zi . The sequence [Zi] is a martingale difference
sequence (with respect to [Fi]), that is,
E[Zi | Fi&1]=0. (26)
In this paper we will always have F0=[<, 0] and X constant on each
H # Am , so that X0=E[X], Xm=X and Z=X&E[X].
Recent combinatorial interest in the use of martingales was initiated in
[46] (following related applications in the theory of normed spaces begin-
ning with Maurey [39]; see [41]). A striking illustration of their power
was given shortly thereafter in [9]. See [40], [10] for surveys of these and
some subsequent developments, or [4] for a less detailed discussion.
Most of these developments are based on the so-called ``Azuma's'' or
``AzumaHoeffding'' inequality (from [27], [7]), or on the following
``independent bounded differences inequality.''
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Suppose {1 , ..., {m are independent random variables, {i taking values in
a finite set 1i , and let X : > 1i  R. Then we may take 0=> 1i with the
equivalence relations #i given by
{ #i {$ iff {j={$j 1 ji (27)
to obtain a martingale as described above. In fact it is not hard to see that
every finite martingale (with F0=[<, 0]) is of this type, and all
martingales in this paper will be explicitly so.
For {, {$ # > 1j , we write { ti {$ to mean
{j={$j \ j{i.
Lemma 3.1. With notation as above, suppose that ( for some c1 , ..., cm),
|X({)&X({$)|ci (28)
whenever
{ ti {$.
Then for any *>0,
Pr( |X&E[X]|*)2 exp _&2*2<\: c 2i +& .
To prove such a result, one first establishes a bound of the form
E[e`Z]e`2T2 \`>0 (29)
for some T which may usually be roughly thought of as the variance of Z.
Markov's inequality then gives, for any *>0
Pr(Z>*)=Pr(e`Z>e`*)<exp[&`*+`2T2]. (30)
The value `=*T minimizes the exponent and yields
Pr(Z>*)<e&*22T. (31)
If we have the inequality (29) for both Z and &Z, that is, if
E[e`Z]e`2T2 \` # R, (32)
then the preceding argument applied to both Z and &Z gives a 2-sided
inequality as in Lemma 3.1:
Pr( |Z|>*)<2e&*22T. (33)
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In some cases it may be that we only have, for some S, (32) for |`|S,
and then for (33) we need *ST, that is,
E[e`Z]e`2T2 \ |`|S O Pr( |Z|>*)<2e&*22T \0*ST. (34)
As more or less observed in [35], the bounds (29) are generally instance
of
Lemma 3.2. With notation as above,
E[e`Z] `
m
i=1
max[E[e`Zi | Hi&1] : Hi&1 # Ai&1]. (35)
For example, the version of (32) needed for Lemma 3.1, namely
E[e`Z]exp _`
2
8
: c2i & ,
follows via Lemma 3.2 from the observation that (28) implies that for all
Hi&1 # Ai&1 and {, {$ # Hi&1,
|Zi ({)&Zi ({$)|ci (36)
(see Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 for more general statements), and that this in
turn gives (using (26))
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[` 2c2i 8] \Hi&1 # Ai&1. (37)
We state this formally for future reference:
Proposition 3.3. With notation as above, suppose
|X({)&X({$)|ci (38)
whenever
{ ti {$.
Then
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[` 2c2i 8] \Hi&1 # Ai&1. (39)
In some of the more involved applications of Section 7, Lemma 3.2, gives
very weak estimates because it fails to exploit the fact that for any par-
ticular H0$ } } } $Hm&1 , most of the terms E[e`Zi | Hi&1] in (35) are far
from their maxima. In such situations the following bound is more useful.
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Lemma 3.4. With notation as above, and with Hj understood to range
over Aj for each j,
E[e`Z]max {`
m
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]:H0$H1$ } } } $Hm&1= . (40)
Thus, while Lemma 3.2 and earlier results bound E[e`Z] by the product
of worst case bounds for the factors E[e`Zi | Hi&1], Lemma 3.4 says it is
enough to consider the worst of the products >mi=1 E[e
`Zi | Hi&1] with
H0 , ..., Hm&1 a sequence which can actually occur in the evolving mar-
tingale.
Proof. We induct on m, the case m=1 being obvious. With Hj again
understood to range over Aj we have
E[e`Z]=E[E[e`Z | H0]]
=E[E[e`Z1 e`(Z&Z1) | H1] | H0]]
=E[E[e`Z1 E[e`(Z&Z1) | H1] | H0]]
E {E[e`Z1 | H0] max {`
m
i=2
E[e`Zi | Hi&1] :H0$ } } } $Hm&1==
max
H0 {E[e`Z1 | H0] max {`
m
i=2
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]:H0$ } } } $Hm&1==
=max {`
m
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]:H0$ } } } $Hm&1= .
(Note that the first inequality is the induction step, and that for the inter-
nal maxima in the fourth and fifth lines, H0 is not a variable.) K
We will also need variants of Proposition 3.3. Our situation in what
follows often differs from those of most of the earlier work alluded to above
(but resembles that of [35]) in that, for any particular Hi&1 (equivalently
{1 , ..., {i&1), the random variable Zi | Hi&1 is not usually close to its
extrema. In such circumstances, (37), so also Proposition 3.3, can be
strengthened, as we now describe. As earlier, we first record how bounds
on the differences X({)&X({$) are reflected in conditions on the Zi
(Propositions 3.5 and 3.6), and then give some consequent bounds on the
conditional expectations E[e`Zi | Hi&1] (Proposition 3.7).
Proposition 3.5. Fix i, Hi&1 # Ai&1 and #j , #j$ # 1i , and suppose that
&cj , j$X({)&X({$)dj , j$ (41)
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whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , { ti {$, {i=#j , {$i=#j$ .
Then
&cj , j$Zi ({)&Zi ({$)dj , j$ (42)
whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , {i=#j , {$i=#j$ .
Proof. Since {, {$ # Hi&1 , we have Xi&1({)=Xi&1({$), and so
Zi ({)&Zi ({$)=Xi ({)&Xi ({$).
But taking +i+1 , ..., +m random from >mj=i+1 1j , we have
Xi ({)&Xi ({$)
= :
+i+1 , ..., +n
Pr(+i+1 , ..., +m)
} (X({1 , ..., {i&1 , {i , +i+1 , ..., +m))&(X({1 , ..., {i&1 , {$i , +i+1 , ..., +m)),
and the bounds (42) follow.
In fact, this proof applies more generally if we suppose, instead of (41),
that we have bounds on the differences X({)&X({$) ({ ti {$) which may
also depend on {i+1 , ..., {m :
Proposition 3.6. Fix i, Hi&1 # Ai&1 , and #j , #j$ # 1i and suppose that the
random variables cj , j$, dj , j$ defined on >ms=i+1 1s satisfy
&cj , j$(+i+1 , ..., +m)X({)&X({$)dj , j$(+i+1, ..., +m)
whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , { ti {$, {i=#j , {$i=#j$ and
{s(={$s)=+s for s=i+1, ..., m.
Set
cj , j$=E[cj , j$(+i+1 , ..., +m)], dj , j$=E[dj , j$(+i+1, ..., +m)].
Then
&cj , j$Zi ({)&Zi ({$)dj , j$ (43)
24 jeff kahn
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whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , {i=#j , {$i=#j$ .
What is interesting here is that this more general statement, in conjunc-
tion with Lemma 3.4, actually gains us something essential in one of the
arguments below (see the upper bound (147)). For concentration results
based on something like Lemma 3.2, typically (more precisely, in all earlier
work known to the author), a generalization such as Proposition 3.6 gains
very little, roughly for the following reason.
In general, bounds on the differences X({)&X({$) for {it{$i depend in
some way on the values {j for j{i, and will be much worse for some set-
tings of these values than for others. Proposition 3.6 says that for the type
of general bound on Xi ({)&Xi ({$) applicable whenever { ti {$, we need to
consider worst cases only for {1 , ..., {i&1 , and average cases for the remain-
ing {j's. But for i somewhere in the middle of the sequence of indices, any
bound we can give on Xi ({)&Xi ({$) (again for { ti {$) under a worst case
setting of {1 , ..., {i&1note this is the type of bound we're allowed to use
in Lemma 3.2tends to be about as bad as the worst case bounds on
X({)&X({$) under settings of all {j , j{i.
But if we use Lemma 3.4, then it may be that the effects on the
Xi -differences of the initial segments ({1 , ..., {i&1) of any fixed { are mostly
(i.e. as i varies) much milder than the worst case effects, and then what is
lost in Proposition 3.5 by using bounds based on worst case {i+1 , ..., {m
may be significant.
Returning to Propositions 3.5 and 3.6, and setting 1i=[#0 , ..., #t] and
Pr({i=#j)=qj , we find that the random variable W=Zi | Hi&1 takes some
(not necessarily distinct) values w0 , ..., wt with
Pr(W=wj)=qj (44)
and
&cj , j$wj&wj$dj , j$ . (45)
(Instead of (44) we should really write Pr(W=wj)= [qj$ : wj$=wj], but
we simply agree to interpret (44) in this way.) In general one may then
replace the bound in (39) by any convenient bound on E[e`W] implied by
(44) and (45).
For present purposes we only need to consider (41)(43) and (45) when
j$=0, and we have cj , 0$=dj , 0$=: cj :
Proposition 3.7. Suppose the R-valued random variable W with
E[W]=0 takes values w0 , ..., wt according to (44), where
|wj&w0 |cjc. (46)
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Then with p= qj cj c,
E[e`W]1&2p+2pe2` 2c2
for all ` # R, and
E[e`W]e8p` 2c2
if |`| c1.
In fact, the following (slightly) more general statement holds.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose the R-valued random variable W with
E[W]=0 satisfies ( for some w0 , c, M )
|W&w0 |c
and
E[ |W&w0 |]M.
Then with p=Mc,
E[e`W]1&2p+2pe2` 2c2 (47)
for all ` # R, and
E[e`W]e8p`2c2 (48)
if |`| c1.
(This could be improved a bit. In particular, the best bound in (47) is
e`w0(1& p+xe&`c+( p&x)e`c), with x=(M+w0)(2c), which should then
be maximized as a function of w0 . On the other hand, the exponent in (48)
is of the right order of magnitude, and improving the constant would not
gain us anything worth the extra effort required to do so.)
Proof. The second assertion follows easily from the first. For the first
we may assume w00. It is then easy to see (using the convexity of
f (x)=e`x) that E[e`W]E[e`W*], where W* is given by
Pr(W*=&w0&c)=Pr(W*=w0+c)=min[ p, 12],
Pr(W*=0)=1&2 min[ p, 12].
26 jeff kahn
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Thus, noting w0c,
E[e`W]1&2p+p(e&`(w0+c)+e`(w0+c))
1&2p+p(e&2`c+e2`c)
1&2p+2pe2`2c2. K
Finally, combining Propositions 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 we have
Lemma 3.9. (a) Fix i and Hi&1 # Ai&1 , and suppose, with 1i=
[#0 , ..., #t], that
|X({)&X({$)|cjc (49)
whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , { ti {$, {i=#j , {$i=#0 .
Then with p= qjcj c,
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]1&2p+2pe2`
2c2
for all ` # R, and
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[8p` 2c2]=exp _8` 2c : qj cj&
if |`| c1.
(b) The same conclusions hold if, instead of (49), we assume
|X({)&X({$)|cj (+i+1 , ..., +m) (50)
whenever
{, {$ # Hi&1 , { ti {$, {i=#j , {$i=#0 ,
{s(={$s)=+s s=i+1, ..., m,
and
cj :=E[cj (+i+1 , ..., +m)]c. (51)
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4. Basic Parameters
There are four types of probabilities which are relevant to the computa-
tion of expectations for Lemma 2.2: Pr(A # G$), Pr(# # L$v), Pr(A # G$(#))
and Pr(A # G$(#) | # # L$v), where we assume respectively that A # G, v # V
with # # Lv , A # G(#), and A # Gv(#).
The first two of these are easy and are analyzed in this section. The con-
clusions are:
Pr(A # G$)t1&exp _& k;;+$&
(52)
=;$;
(note only the first line requires proof ), and
Pr(# # L$v)t
;$+$
;+$
(53)
The third and fourth are more complicated, as they involve conditioning
on events (e.g. A # G$, # # L$v) which can occur in more than one way. They
are covered in Sections 5 and 6. Let us just mention here that what we will
show implies in particular that
Pr(A # G$(#) | A # G$)t\;$+$;+$ +
k
and
Pr(A # G$(#) | # # L$v)t
;$
; \
;$+$
;+$ +
k&1
,
expressing the idea (as suggested in Sections 1 and 2) that for A=
[v1 , ..., vk] # G(#), the (k+1) events A # G$ and # # L$vi are approximately
independent.
For the proofs of (52) and (53), set
!=exp _& k;;+$& ,
and for A # G,
G*A(#)=[B # G*(#) : BtA].
28 jeff kahn
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Proof of (52). For A # G,
Pr(A  G$)=xA :
# # T(A)
`
B # G*A(#)
(1&xB). (54)
On the other hand, for # # T(A),
:
v # A
|G*v (#)||G*A(#)| :
v # A
|G*v (#)|& :
[v, w]A
|G*v (#) & G*w(#)|
 :
v # A
|G*v (#)|&\k2+ N,
so that by (19),
|G*A(#)|t
k:;
;+$
D. (55)
Combining (54), (55) and (20) we have
Pr(A  G$)t(1&x)(k:;)(;+$)Dt!,
which gives (52).
Proof of (53). For v # V, # # Lv we have
Pr(#  L$v)= :
A # G*A(#)
Pr({(A)=#, {(B){# \B # G*A(#))
= :
A # G*v (#)
xA `
B # G*A(#)
(1&xB)
t
:;
;+$
Dx(1&x)(k:;)(;+$)D
t
;
;+$
!
(using (19), (20) and (55) for the first approximation), and
Pr(# # L$v)t1&
;
;+$
!=1&
;
;+$ \1&
;$
; +=
;$+$
;+$
.
5. Events
In this and the following sections we work in the probability space
underlying Lemma 2.2, namely >A # G * T(A) with probabilities given by
(21), (22). If {(A)=# we will sometimes call A a #-edge.
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We call an event K elementary if it is of the form
{(A)=#j if A # K(#j) j=1, ..., s
{(A){#j if A # K(#j) j=1, ..., s,
where [#1 , ..., #s]1; K(#j), K(#j) are subsets of G*; and we require that
A # K(#j) _ K(#j) O #j # T(A).
Of course if K is to be nonempty we must have
K(#i) & K(#j)=< \i{ j. (56)
For an elementary event K as above and A # G*, set
MK (A)=|[ j : A # K(#j)]|.
An intersection K= Ki of elementary events Ki is again elementary
with
K(#j)=.
i
Ki (#j)
(57)
K(#j)=.
i
Ki (#j)
(and is empty unless these sets satisfy (56)).
Of central interest are the events
EA=[A # G$] A # G
and
Ev, #=[# # L$v] v # V, # # Lv .
We fix some linear ordering ``O'' on G* and partition these into elemen-
tary events as follows.
For BtA, set
EA(#, B)=[{(A)=#={(B); {(C ){# \AtCOB]
(that is, {(A)=# and B is the first (under O) edge meeting A for which
{(B)=#). Then
EA=
#, B
EA(#, B)
30 jeff kahn
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where the union is over (#, B) for which EA(#, B) is defined (and non-
empty).
Similarly, set
Ev,#(<)=[{(A){# \A # G*v];
Ev, #(A, B)=[{(A)={(B)=#; {(C){# if v # C and COA or B]
for A, B # G*v (that is, A, B are the first two #-edges at v); and
E$v, #(A, B)=[{(A)={(B)=#; {(C){# if A{C # G*v or AtCOB]
for BtA # G*v , B  G*v (that is, A is the unique #-edge at v and B is the first
#-edge meeting A). Then
Ev, #=Ev,#(<)  
A, B
Ev, #(A, B)  
A, B
E$v,#(A, B),
where again the unions are over pairs A, B for which the relevant events
have been defined.
We call the events EA(#, B) the consituents of EA , and Ev,#(<),
Ev, #(A, B), E$v, #(A, B) the consituents of Ev, # .
If an event F is given by
F=, Ei
and we are given for each i a partition
Ei=
j
Ei, j
of Ei into ``constituents'' Ei, j , then
F= Fm
where Fm runs over nonempty events of the form i Ei, ji . The events Fm
will then be called the consituents of F.
In what follows we will be conditioning on some elementary event H and
be interested in the probability of another event, say Q, which depends
only on {&1(#) for a particular # # 1. For this probability the only pertinent
information in the statement ``A # H(#j)'' (for #j{#) is ``{(A){#'', and it is
convenient to replace H by the elementary event K=H# defined by the
sets
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K(#)=H(#)
K(#j)=H(#j) #j{#
(58)
K(#j)=< #j{y
K(# )=H(# ) _ .
#j{#
[A # H(#j) : # # T(A)].
Then, evidently, for Q as above we have
Pr(Q | K)=Pr(Q | H). (59)
Of course, most of the information in the K(#j)'s is also superfluous: only
the numbers MK (B) are relevant. In practice the specification of K will
involve at most N+1 colors (N other than #), and the only information we
will need from the sets K(#j) is
MK (B)N \B  K(#) _ K(# ).
Suppose K is an elementary event with K(#j)=< for all #j{# (as in the
case that K=H# for some H ). Conditioning on K then has the following
effects.
(1) If B # K(# ) then
Pr({(B){# | K )=1=(1&xB)&1 Pr({(B){#). (60)
(2) If B # G*(#)"(K(#) _ K(# )), then with MK (B)=M,
Pr({(B)=# | K )=(1&MxB)&1 xB
=(1&MxB)&1 Pr({(B)=#) (61)
Pr({(B){# | K )=
1&(M+1)xB
1&MxB
=
1&(M+1)xB
(1&MxB)(1&xB)
Pr({(B){#). (62)
(Actually, if B  G in (2), then MK(B)=0 and conditioning on K has no
effect on the probabilities in question.)
Now consider an elementary event
Q=[{(A)=# \A # Q(#)] & [{(A){# \A # Q(# )]
for which, with K as above,
K(#) & Q(#)=K(#) & Q(# )=K(# ) & Q(#)=<. (63)
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Then (60)(62) give
Pr(Q | K )
Pr(Q)
=` [(1&xB)&1: B # K(# ) & Q(# )] `
B # Q(#)
(1&MK (B)xB)&1
} `
B # Q(# )"K(# )
1&(MK (B)+1)xB
(1&MK (B)xB)(1&xB)
. (64)
Our applications will require that the right hand side of (64) be t1. This
will be true provided we have
|K(# ) & Q(# )|=O(N) (65)
MK (B)=O(N) \B (66)
|Q(#)|=O(1) (67)
|Q(# )|=O(D). (68)
(Notice that that if M=MK (B)=O(N) then, using (20),
1&(M+1)xB
(1&MxB)(1&xB)
=1&O(ND&2), (69)
so that (66) and (68) imply that the last product in (64) is 1&O(ND).)
To repeat:
Proposition 5.1. If K, Q satisfy (63) and (65)(68), then
Pr(Q | K )tPr(Q).
Lemma 5.2. Suppose K as above and w # V with # # Lw satisfy
|K(#)|=O(1), (70)
_XV with |X|=O(1) and |[B # K(# ) : B t3 X]|=O(N), (71)
|MK (B)|M=O(N) \B, (72)
and
w  X _ .
B # K(#)
B. (73)
Then
Pr(Ew, # | K )tPr(Ew,#).
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Proof. For simplicity set Ew, #=R and Ew, #(<)=R(<), Ew, #(A, B)=
R(A, B), E$w, #(A, B)=S(A, B). We will partition these constituents of R
into ``ordinary'' and ``special'' constituents, with R0 the union of the special
constituents and R1=R"R0 . Our main taks will be to show
Pr(R0)=O(ND), Pr(R0 | K)=O(ND) (74)
and for each constituent Q of R contained in R1 ,
Pr(Q | K )tPr(Q),
the latter implying
Pr(R1 | K )tPr(R1). (75)
We also know from (53) that
Pr(R)=0(1), (76)
and it is easy to see that (74)(76) imply what we want, namely,
Pr(R | K )tPr(R).
We consider the three types of constituents separately.
Case 1. For Q=R(<) we just observe that (63) follows from (73), and
that the conditions (65)(68) are clearly satisfied. (For (65), using (71) and
(73), we have |K(# ) & Q(# )|<d(w, X )+O(N)=O(N).) So by Proposition
5.1
Pr(Q | K )tPr(Q). (77)
Case 2. For Q=R(A, B) we designate Q special if A or B is in K(# )
(i.e. K(# ) & Q(#){<). The union, say Q*, of the special R(A, B)'s is con-
tained in the event
T=[{(B)=# for some B with w # B # K(# )],
for which we have
Pr(T )x(d(w, X )+O(N ))x(N |X|+O(N))=O(ND), (78)
(using (71), (73)), and, trivially,
Pr(T | K )=0. (79)
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On the other hand, for any ordinary (i.e. non-special) Q, we have (63)
(since K(#) & (Q(#) _ Q(# ))=< because of (73)), and the conditions
(65)(68) are again immediate, so we have
Pr(Q | K )tPr(Q). (80)
Case 3. If Q=S(A, B) then
Q(#)=[A, B], (81)
and
Q(# )[C : CtA]. (82)
Here we designate Q special if it violates (63) or if
A & X{< (83)
(and ordinary otherwise).
Suppose first that Q is ordinary. Then we must show
Pr(Q | K )tPr(Q), (84)
which, since we assume (63), amounts to checking (65)(68). The last three
of these are immediate, while for (65) we have, writing d(A, X ) for the
number of edges of G meeting both A and X, and using (71),
|K(# ) & Q(# )|d(A, X )+O(N )k |X| N+O(N )=O(N ).
Now let Q* denote the union of the special S(A, B)'s. It remains to show
Pr(Q*)=O(ND), Pr(Q* | K )=O(ND) (85)
Set Y=C # K(#) C and C=[C # K(# ) : C t3 X].
Notice that Q :=S(A, B)Q* requires at least one of
K(# ) & [A, B]{<, (86)
K(#) & Q(# ){<, (87)
B # K(#), (88)
A & X{<. (89)
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(For (88) note we are assuming w  Y, so A  K(#).) Moreover, each of the
events (87), (88) implies A & Y{<, while A # K(# ) (see (86)) implies either
(89) or A # C. Thus Q*T _ U where
T=[{(A)=# for some A % w with AtX _ Y or A # C],
U=[_A, B with {(A)={(B)=#, w # AtB # K(# ) and A & X=<].
For these events we have
Pr(T)x(d(w, X _ Y)+|C| )x(N | X _ Y |+|C| )=O(ND),
Pr(T | K )
x
1&Mx
d(w, X _ Y)=O(ND)
(again note A % w O A  K(#)),
Pr(U)x2d(w)(k |X| N+|C| )=O(ND), Pr(U | K )=0,
and (85) follows.
To summarize: (74) and (75) are given by (78), (79), (85) and (77), (80),
(84) respectively, and the proof of the lemma is complete. K
Lemma 5.3. Let K, X be as in Lemma 5.2. Suppose further that l is fixed
and that w1 , ..., wl # V with # #  li=1 Lwi satisfy
wi  X _ .
B # K(#)
B i=1, ..., l. (90)
Then
Pr \# # ,
l
i=1
L$wi | K )t `
l
i=1
Pr(Ewi ,#)t\;$+$;+$+
l
.
Remark. We actually use Lemma 5.3 in only two cases, namely when
w1 , ..., wl are the points or all but one of the points of some edge, but state
it in the present form so as not to obscure the situation with extraneous
hypotheses.
Proof. The second ``t'' is just (53) and is only included for future
reference. For the first it is enough to show that for i=1, ..., l,
Pr \Ewi , # | K & ,j<i Ewj ,#+tPr(Ewi , #). (91)
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For a fixed i, set Ewi , #=E, and let F1 , ..., Fs be the constituents of
F=K & ,
j<i
Ewj , # .
Let
F*=. [Fm : Fm(#) & Gwi{<],
and F"F*=G. We assert that
Pr(F* | K )=O(ND), (92)
Pr(E | F"F*)tPr(E). (93)
First observe that (91) is an easy consequence of (92) and (93) once we
recall that
Pr(E)=0(1) (94)
(see (53)), and note that the truth of (91) for smaller values of i then
implies
Pr(F | K )=0(1). (95)
For by (92) and (95) we have
Pr(F* | F*)=O(ND), (96)
and then
Pr(E | F )=Pr(F* | F ) Pr(E | F*)+Pr(F"F* | F ) Pr(E | F"F*)
=O(ND)+(1&O(ND))(1\O(ND)) Pr(E )
tPr(E )
(where we used (93), (96) for the second equality and (94) for the last line).
Proof of (92). Notice that, because of (90), F*Q1 _ Q2 where
Q1=[_ j<i and A # G with wi , wj # A and {(A)=#],
Q2=[_ j<i, A # Gwj , B # Gwi with BtA and {(A)={(B)=#].
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Notice further that there are at most (i&1)N possibilities for A in Q1 and
(i&1)D kN for A, B in Q2 . Noting that A in Q1 and A, B in Q2 are not
in K(#) (by (90)), and using (72), we thus have
Pr(F* | K )(i&1)N
x
1&Mx
+(i&1)D kN \ x1&Mx+
2
=O(ND),
proving (92). K
Proof of (93). We show that if Fm is any constituent of F with Fm 3 F*
then
Pr(E | Fm)tPr(E ). (97)
Suppose Fm=K &  j<i Ej with Ej a constituent of Ewj , # , and set
< if Ej=Ewj , #(<)
Xj={[wj] if Ej=Ewj , #(A, B)A if Ej=E$wj , #(A, B).
It is then straightforward to check that if we let Fm , wi and X _  j<i Xj
play the roles of K, w and X in Lemma 5.2, then (70)(73) hold (for (73)
we are using the assumption Fm 3 F*), and so we have (97). K
6. Expectations
Here we consider expected values of some quantities associated with
Lemma 2.2. We show that the right hand sides of (23), (24) are
approximately (i.e. t) the expected values of their left hand sides. The
proofs of (23) and (24) are then completed in Section 7 by showing that the
left hand sides are very unlikely to differ much from their expectations.
For (c) the concentration of the values |G$v(#)| is not strong enough to
allow us to arrange that they all be close to their expectations (see the
remark following (130)), and we consider instead expectations and (in
Section 7) concentrations for appropriate sums of these values.
Degrees
Here (i.e. for part (a)) there is nothing to prove: the assertion we need,
namely
E[ |G$v |]t;$D \v # V, (98)
is immediate from (16) and (52).
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Lists
For part (b) we must show
E[ |T$(A)|]t:$D \A # G. (99)
In fact, for given A # G we may partition our universe as
.
#, B
EA(#, B) _ .
#
FA(#),
where EA(#, B) is as defined in Section 5, and
FA(#)=[{(A)=#, {(B){# \BtA],
and show that if H is any one of these elementary events then
E[|T$(A)| | H]t:$D. (100)
For suppose H=EA(#, B) or FA(#), and #$ # T(A) with #${#. Set K=H#$
(see (58)). So K(#$)=<, MK (C)1 for all C, and
K(#$)={[A, B][A]
if H=EA(#, B)
if H=FA(#).
Then K (with X=<), #$ (playing the role of # in Lemma 5.3) and the ver-
tices w1 , ..., wl of A (so l=k) are easily seen to satisfy (70)(72) and (90),
so that Lemma 5.3 gives
Pr(#$ # T$(A) | H )=Pr(#$ # T$(A) | K )t\;$+$;+$ +
k
,
and with (17) we have
E[ |T$(A)| | H]= :
#$ # T(A)
Pr(#$ # T$(A) | H )t:$D (101)
(where, of course, the single summand Pr(# # T$(A) | H ) is irrelevant).
Color Degrees
Finally we turn to part (c). The function ===(D) will be specified in
Section 7 (see the completion of the proof of (c) following (130)).
Fix v, and for # # 1 say # is bad if
|G$v(#)|>(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
D.
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Notice that # cannot be bad unless
|Gv(#)|>(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
D,
and set
7={# # 1 : |Gv(#)|>(1+=) :$;$;$+$ D= .
Then by (16), (17),
|7 |;D :D \ :$;$;$+$ D+
&1
=O(D). (102)
We will eventually prove something slightly stronger than (c), namely,
w.v.h.p. :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|<(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
DN \#1 , ..., #N # 7 & L$v . (103)
As usual, we treat the expectations of the sums in (103) here, and concen-
tration questions in Section 7.
Fix v # V and #

=[#1 , ..., #N]7. Let
Ev, #

= ,
N
j=1
Ev, #j (=[#
L$v]).
The constituents of Ev, #

are then the nonempty events
K= ,
N
j=1
Kj
where Kj is a constituent of Ev ,#j . We are interested in the behavior of the
sum
:
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)| (104)
conditioned on Ev , #

.
Fix a constituent K=Nj=1 Kj of Ev ,#

as above, and for j=1, ..., N let the
set Aj (K ) consist of those A # Gv(#j) satisfying
A & B[v] \B # Kj (#j), (105)
A   Ki (#i). (106)
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When conditioning on K we approximate the sum (104) (from below) by
Y= :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j) & Aj (K )|. (107)
The number of A's in Gv violating either (105) or (106) is at most 2kN, so that
:
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|&Y2kN2=O(N 2), (108)
an acceptable error since the value of (104) will be on the order of ND.
We will show that for each A # Gv(#j) & Aj (K),
Pr(A # G$v(#j) | K )t
;$
; \
;$+$
;+$ +
k&1
, (109)
whence
E[Y | K]t
;$
; \
;$+$
;+$ +
k&1
:
N
j=1
|Gv(#j) & Aj (K)| . (110)
(Note that, according to our earlier calculations, the right hand side of
(109) should be the asymptotic expression for Pr(EA) Pr(EA(#j) | #j # L$v).)
Moreover, the right hand side of (110) is 0(ND) (because #j # 7, and, as
noted above, |Gv(#j)"Aj (K )|2kN). In view of (108) and (18), this gives
E _ :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)| | K&tE[Y | K]

:$;$
;$+$
DN (111)
for each constituent K of Ev ,#

, and so
E _ :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)| | Ev , #
 &
:$;$
;$+$
DN. (112)
For the proof of (109), fix j and A=[v=v1 , ..., vk]. As in earlier
arguments we classify the constituents of EA as special and ordinary, the
special constituents being those of the form EA(#i , B) (1iN) or
EA(#, B) with
# # T(A)"#

and B # .
N
i=1
Ki (#i), (113)
and write E* for the union of the special constituents.
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We will show
Pr(E*)=O(ND), (114)
Pr(E* | K )=O(ND), (115)
Pr(EA"E* | K )tPr(EA"E*). (116)
Suppose we have (114)(116). Then it follows from (52) that
Pr(EA"E* | K)t;$;.
On the other hand, for any ordinary constituent Q of EA it is easy to check
that (K & Q)#j (playing the role of K in Lemmas 5.3), #j (playing the role
of #) and [w1 , ..., wl]=[v2 , ..., vk] satisfy (70)(72) and (90)we may take
X={[v]B
if Kj=Ev ,#j (<) or Ev ,#j (B, C )
if Kj=E$v ,#j (B, C)
so that Lemma 5.3 gives
Pr(#j # T$(A) | K & Q)=Pr(#j #  L$wi | K & Q)t\;$+$;+$ +
k&1
and
Pr(#j # T$(A) | K & (EA"E*))t\;$+$;+$ +
k&1
Thus finally,
Pr(A # G$v(#j) | K )=Pr(E* | K ) Pr(#j # T$(A) | K & E*)
+Pr(EA"E* | K) Pr(#j # T$(A) | K & (EA"E*))
=O(ND)+(1\o(1))
;$
; \
;$+$
;+$ +
k&1
t
;$
; \
;$+$
;+$ +
k&1
which is (109).
For the proofs of (114) and (115) we have, with MK (A)=M, and setting
EA(#)=B EA(#, B),
Pr(EA(#i))xA ,
Pr(EA(#i) | K )Pr({(A)=#i | K)
xA
1&MxA
,
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so that
Pr \.
N
i=1
EA(#i)+NxA=O(ND)
and
Pr \.
N
i=1
EA(#i) | K+(N&M)xA1&MxA NxA=O(ND).
On the other hand, for #, B as in (113) we have
Pr(EA(#, B))xAxB ,
Pr(EA(#, B) | K )=0,
and the number of such pairs #, B is at most 2N |T(A)|, so that again the
contributions to Pr(E*), Pr(E* | K ) are O(ND). This gives (114) and
(115).
For (116) we have, for an ordinary constituent EA(#, B), and F :=
[{(C){# \AtCOB],
Pr(EA(#, B) | K )=Pr({(A)=# | K) Pr({(B)=# | K ) Pr(F | K )
=
Pr({(A)=#)
1&MxA
Pr({(B)=#)
1&MK (B)xB
Pr(F | K ). (117)
But
Pr(F | K )= `
C # C1
(1&xC)&1 `
C # C2
1&(MK (C)+1)xC
(1&MK (C)xC)(1&xC)
Pr(F )
tPr(F ),
where
C1=[COB : AtC #  Kj (#j), # # T(C)]
C2=[COB : AtC   Kj (#j), # # T(C)],
and we use |C1|=O(N), |C2|=O(D) and (69). Thus the right hand side of
(117) is asymptotic to
Pr({(A)=#) Pr({(B)=#) Pr(F )=Pr(EA(#, B)).
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7. Concentrations
In this section we complete the proof of Lemma 2.2 (and of Theorem
1.1) by applying the results of Section 3 to prove concentration statements
for the random variables whose expectations were analyzed in Section 6.
The actual concentrations are far stronger than what's needed for
Lemma 2.2, so we don't bother with a great deal of precision here, though
for purposes of clarity we will occasionally be more precise than is strictly
necessary.
For the purposes of this section it is convenient to allow the assignment
{(A)=4 when A # G (a zero probability event, say), and extend the defini-
tions of M, _(A), ..., G$v(#) preceding Lemma 2.2 to this case by restricting
M to edges for which { is not 4, that is,
M=[A # G : {(A){4, BtA O {(B){{(A)].
The remaining definitions (in terms of M) are as before.
The ``color'' 4 will play the role of #0 in Lemma 3.9. In each case con-
sidered here, the random variable in question will be of the form X=X({),
where {=({1 , ..., {s) and {i={(Ai) for some Ai # G*. For any such { and
any i, we set {i=({i1 , ..., {
i
s), where
{ij={4{j
if j=i
otherwise
(with quantities associated with {i defined as in the preceding paragraph).
Degrees
Fix v # V and let X=|G$v|. Let Gv=[A1 , ..., Am],
{B # G*"Gv : Bt .
m
i=1
Ai==[B1 , ..., Bn],
and
{i={{(Ai){(Bi&m)
1im,
m+1im+n.
Then X depends only on {1 , ..., {m+n , and we define Xi=E[X | {1 , ..., {i],
Zi etc. as in Section 3.
To complete the proof of (a), in view of (98), it is enough to show for
some positive constant } (actually } could be o(1)),
Pr( |X&E[X]|>D)<exp[&0(2D)] \0}.
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This is a consequence of Lemma 3.4 and (34) provided we can establish
max `
m+n
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[O(`2D)] \ |`|1, (118)
where the maximum is over H0$H1$ } } } $Hm+n&1 with Hi # Ai .
For if we have (118), say with C the implied constant on the right hand
side, then taking 2C (=: }), T=2CD, S=1 and *=D, (34) gives
Pr( |X&E[X]|>D)<2 exp _& 
2D
4C &=exp[&0(2D)].
Proof of (118). Suppose first that 1im. We assert that
{ ti {$ O |X({)&X({$)|2, (119)
which according to Proposition 3.3 gives
`
m
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]e`
2m2e` 2D2 (120)
for any choice of Hi's.
Proof of (119). (Verification of similar statements below will usually be
left to the reader.) Writing G$v({), G$v({$) for the values of G$v under {, {$, it
is easy to see that
G$v({)"G$v({$){[Ai , Aj][Ai]
if _ !Aj # Gv"[Ai] with {(Aj)={(Ai)
otherwise
(and of course the corresponding statement holds with { and {$ reversed). K
Now let m+1im+n and set Bi&m=B. We condition on a fixed
Hm # Am and consider the effect of {i={(B) on X. First note that for any
{ (independent of conditioning),
|X({)&X({i)|1
(in fact |X({)&X({$)|1 for any { ti {$), and
X({)=X({i) if {i  [{(A) : BtA # Gv].
For any Hm$Hi&1 # Ai&1 and T(B)=[#1 , ..., #s] (and #0=4), we may
thus apply Lemma 3.9 with
cj={10
if #j # [{(A) : BtA # Gv]
otherwise,
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c=1 and qj=xB for j=1, ..., s, to obtain
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[8xB |T(B) & [{(A) : BtA # Gv]| ` 2] \ |`|1. (121)
On the other hand, now letting i vary,
:
m+n
i=m+1
|T(Bi&m) & [{(A) : Bi&mtA # Gv]| :
A # Gv
|[BtA : {(A) # T(B)]|
DkD=O(D2). (122)
Combining (122) with (121) and using xB=O(1D), we find that for any
Hm$Hm+1$ } } } $Hm+n&1 (in fact for any Hm+1 , ..., Hm+n&1Hm) and
|`|1,
`
m+n
i=m+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]<eO(`
2D). (123)
This with (120) gives (118). K
Remark. Note that the bound in (121) depends on Hm . This is the first
place where we need Lemma 3.4 rather than, say, Lemma 3.2 (though in
the ``standard'' case we could drop the restriction {(A) # T(B) in (121) and
(122)and thus the dependence on Hmand substitute Lemma 3.2 for
Lemma 3.4).
Lists
Fix A # G and let X=|T$(A)|. Let
B=[B # G* : AtB]=[B1 , ..., Bm],
C={C # G* : A t3 Ct .B # B B==[C1 , ..., Cn],
{0={(A) and
{i={{(Bi){(Ci&m)
1im,
m+1im+n.
Then X depends only on {0 , ..., {m+n and we define Xi=E[X | {1 , ..., {i], Zi
etc. as in Section 3 (except that we modify our indexing to begin at i=&1).
For part (b) of Lemma 2.2, in view of (99), it is again enough to show
for some positive constant },
Pr( |X&E[X]|>D)<exp[&0(2D)] \0},
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which by Lemma 3.4 and (34) follows from
max `
m+n
i=0
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[O(` 2D)] \ |`|12, (124)
where as usual the maximum is over H0$H1$ } } } $Hm+n&1 .
Note first that for any i # [0, ..., m+n],
{ ti {$ O |X({)&X({$)|2 (125)
(verification left to the reader; for i>m we could replace 2 by 1).
The contribution of i=0 to (124) is of course negligible. We may bound
it by
E[e`Z0]e`22 (126)
(using Proposition 3.3 and omitting the vacuous conditioning on H&1).
For 1im and any Hi&1 # Ai&1 we have, setting Bi=B,
X({)=X({i) if {i  T(A) & T(B).
Moreover,
:
m
i=1
|T(A) & T(Bi)| :
# # T(A)
|[BtA : # # T(B)]|
(1+$) kD2.
Thus, applying Lemma 3.9 as in the proof of (123), we find that for any
H1 , ..., Hm&1 and |`|12,
`
m
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _32 :
m
i=1
xBi |T(A) & T(Bi)| `
2&
=exp[O(`2D)]. (127)
For the terms in (124) with m+1im+n, we condition on a fixed
Hm # Am ; thus {| B _ [A] is fixed. Set
B0=[B # B : {(B) # T(A); BtB$ # B O {(B$){{(B)],
and for given i # [m+1, ..., m+n], set Ci&m=C.
Evidently, the assignment {i=# has the same effect (on X) as {i=4
unless # # {(B) for some B # B0 with CtB. Thus for any { # Hm , setting
U(C)=T(C ) & [{(B) : CtB # B0],
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we have
X({)=X({i) if {i  U(C ),
and (letting i vary),
:
n
i=1
|U(Ci)| :
B # B0
|[C : CtB, {(B) # T(C)]|
k(1+$) DkD
(since clearly |B0|k |T(A)|k(1+$)D).
So recalling (125) and applying Lemma 3.9 as before yields, for
any Hm$Hm+1$ } } } $Hm+n&1 (or just Hm+1 , ..., Hm+n&1Hm) and
|`|12,
`
m+n
i=m+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _32 :
n
i=1
xCi |U(Ci)| `
2&
=exp[O(`2D)].
This with (126) and (127) gives (124).
Color Degrees
Finally we return to (c). Fix v # V and #

=[#1 , ..., #N]7 as in
Section 6. Let
X= :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|. (128)
We have shown in Section 6 (see (111)) that for any constituent K of Ev, #

,
E[X | K]<(1+=1)
:$;$
;$+$
DN (129)
for some =1==1(D)=o(1). To complete the proofs of (c), Lemma 2.2 and
Theorem 1.1 we will show that for sufficiently small positive constant } and
any such K,
Pr( |X&E[X | K]|>DN | K )<exp[&0(2D)] \0}. (130)
Remark. For a single # # Lv , the probability of |G$v(#)| exceeding its
mean by, say, D is bounded by exp[&0(2DN )]. If N=0(Dlog D),
this is not enough to support use of the Lova sz local lemma, which
explains why we need to consider sums as in (c).
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To see that (130) implies (103) (and so (c)), let =2==2(D) be some func-
tion which is both o(1) and |(((ND) log(DN ))12), and let ===1+=2 .
This is the = for which we will prove (103).
Write P for the probability that the event described in (103) fails, that
is,
P=Pr \_#1 , ..., #N # 7 & L$v with :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
DN+ .
Note that by (129) and (130),
Pr \ :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
DN | Ev ,#
 +exp[&0(= 22 D)].
Thus, recalling (102) (and temporarily letting #

vary over N-subsets of 7),
P:
#

Pr(Ev , #

) Pr \ :
N
j=1
|G$v(#j)|(1+=)
:$;$
;$+$
DN | Ev , #
 +
\ |7|N + exp[&= 22 D]
exp[N log O(DN )&= 22 D]
=exp[&|(N log(DN ))]
=D&|(1).
So we just need (130). It may be worth mentioning that the uncondi-
tioned expectation of X is less (by 0(DN)) than the value in (129), so we
may only hope for a concentration result when we do condition. One could
perhaps do the analysis conditioning only on Ev , #

, but this seems a little
delicate, as the random choices of {-values are then not quite independent.
For the remainder of our discussion, we condition on a fixed constituent
K of Ev , #

, suppressing this conditioning in our notation where convenient.
Set
TK (A)=[# # T(A) : A  K(# )],
J= .
N
j=1
K(#j),
A$=Gv"J=[A1 , ..., Al$],
A"=G*v"(Gv _ J )=[Al$+1 , ..., Al],
A=A$ _ A"=G*v"J,
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B={B # G*"A : Bt .
l
i=1
Ai=>J
=[Al+1, ..., Am],
C={C # G*"(A _ B) : Ct .
m
i=l+1
Ai=>J
=[Am+1 , ..., An],
and
{i={(Ai) i=1, ..., n.
Then X (conditioned on K ) depends only on {=({1 , ..., {n).
Note also that the {i are mutually independent, and that (since
(A _ B _ C) & J=<),
Pr({i=#)=xi :=
xAi
1&MK (Ai)xAi
\# # TK (Ai).
We define Xi=E[X | {1 , ..., {i], Zi etc. as in Section 3. Then using
Lemma 3.4 and (34), (130) will follow from
max {`
n
i=1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1] : H0$H1$ } } } $Hn&1=
exp[O(`2N2D)] \ |`|$k(2k2N ). (131)
So our last task is to prove (131), for which purpose we must again treat
A$, A", B, C separately.
We suppose first that 1il$, and assert that in the case
|X({)&X({$)|k2N \{ ti {$. (132)
By Proposition 3.3 this gives
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[` 2k4N 28] (133)
for any Hi&1 # Ai&1 and `.
Proof of (132). Set Ai=A. Let #j # #

, A$ # Gv , and suppose #j # T$(A$)
under {, but not under {$. Because we have conditioned on K, this requires
that {i={(A)=#j , and that there is some B  G*v for which AtBtA$ and
{(B)=#j , {(C ){#j \BtC{A. (134)
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Since (134) holds for at most k&1 B's meeting A"[v], there are at most
k(k&1)N such edges A$.
Thus, writing G$v({), G$v({$) for the values of G$v under {, {$ as in the proof
of (119), we have
|X({)&X({$)|k(k&1) N+|G$v({)&G$v({$)| N.
On the other hand, again as in (119),
G$v({)"G$v({$){[Ai , Aj][Ai]
if _ !Aj # Gv"[Ai] with {(Aj)={(Ai)
otherwise,
and (132) follows. K
For l$+1il it is easy to see that
|X({)&X({i)|N.
(Under conditioning on K, {i has no effect on any of the events
[#j # T$(A$)] with #j # #

, A$ # Gv . Thus changing {i from 4 to # can only
affect X by deleting some (at most 1) edge from G$v , and can therefore
decrease X by at most N.) Applying Lemma 3.9 with 1i=T(Ai)=[4, #],
q1=Pr({i=#)=x (q0=1&x) and c1=c=N then gives
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[8N 2 x` 2]
for any Hi&1 # Ai&1 and |`|1N.
Moreover, X({)=X({i) unless {i # [{1 , ..., {l$]. So for a fixed Hl$ there are
at most l$DD2 possible Hi&1$Hl$ for which Zi | Hi&1 is not identi-
cally 0.
Thus
`
l
i=l$+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[O(`2N2D)] \ |`|1N (135)
whenever Hl$+1 , ..., Hl&1Hl$ .
To bound the contributions of the terms corresponding to B _ C in
(131), we must again exploit the nesting of the Hi's. As in some earlier
arguments, the point requiring most care here has to do with the possibility
that, for Ai # B _ C, the assignment {i=#j , as opposed to {i=4, removes
one or more edges As # B from M (namely, those with AstAi , {s=#j and
{t{#j for all AstAt{Ai), and that this in turn restores some of the edges
of Gv meeting such As to G$v(#j). It turns out that for these effects, a product
of worst case bounds on the factors E[e`Zi | Hi&1] as in (35) is too weak
for our purposes; but we can show that for any particular sequence of Hi's
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as in Lemma 3.4, the product of our bounds on the factors E[e`Zi | Hi&1]
is much smaller.
As the basic idea here is easier to see when Ai # C, we do this case first.
When Ai # B, we have the additional complication that Ai can also play the
role of As in the preceding paragraph. This prevents us from assumingas
we do for Ai # Cthat { has been chosen for all potential As's before we
consider {(Ai), and we must use Proposition 3.6 to meet the requirements
of (131).
Suppose then that m+1in, and fix Hm # Am . In what follows we
write it j for AitAj . For some { # Hm , set
ti (#j)=: [d(v, As) : its # [l+1, m]; {s=#j ; stt # [l+1, m] O {t{#j]
(136)
if #j # TK (Ai), and ti (#j)=0 if #j  TK (Ai). (Note this definition depends
only on Hm , and not on the choice of {.) Then
ti (#j){k
2N
=0
if #j # TK (Ai)
otherwise,
(137)
since the number of terms in (136) is at most k.
Also, for any { # Hm with {i=#j , it is easy to see that
0X({)&X({i)ti (#j).
We may thus apply Lemma 3.9 with c=k2N and for each #j # TK (Ai),
qj=xi , cj=ti (#j),
to obtain
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _8`2xi :j ti (#j) k
2N&
and
`
n
i=m+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _`2O(ND) :
n
i=m+1
:
j
ti (#j)&
for any Hm+1 , ..., HnHm and |`|k&2N&1. So to prove
`
n
i=m+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[O(`2N2D)] \ |`|k&2N&1, (138)
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it will be enough to show for any #j # #

,
:
n
i=m+1
ti (#j)=: {:s d(v, As) : m+1in; #j # TK (Ai)=
=O(D2), (139)
where the inner sum is over the index set of (136), namely
[s : its # [l+1, m]; {s=#j ; stt # [l+1, m] O {t{#j].
Proof of (139). The key point which makes Lemma 3.4 stronger than
Lemma 3.2 here is that, for any vertex w, there is at most one s with As % w
which can appear as an index in any of the inner sums in (139). (Note this
depends crucially on the fact that Hm is fixed.)
It follows that the double sum in (139) is at most
:
s
:
w # As
d(v, w) |[its : #j # T(Ai)]| :
w{v
d(v, w) kDk2D2,
where the outer sum on the left hand side runs only over those s which
appear as indices of the inner sums in (139). K
We now consider i # [l+1, m]. For the remainder of the discussion we
fix H1$ } } } $Hn (Hi # Ai), or equivalently {=({1 , ..., {n). Set
A0=A0({)=[A # Gv : {(A$){{(A) \AtA$ # A],
and for # # TK (Ai)"#

(=T(Ai)"#

), #j # #

& TK (Ai),
ri (#)=|[A # A0 : AitA, {(A)=#] |,
si (#j)=|[A # Gv(#j) : AitA]|,
ti$ (#j)=: [d(v, As) : its # [l+1, i&1]; {s=#j ; stt<i O {t{#j], (140)
and
ti"(#j)=: [xsd(v, As) : its # [i+1, m]; #j # TK (As)].
We also set ri (#)=0 if #  T(Ai) and si (#j)=ti$ (#j)=ti"(#j)=0 if
#j  TK (Ai).
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Notice then that for l+1im,
ri (#){1=0
if # # TK (Ai)
otherwise,
(141)
si (#j){kN=0
if #j # TK (Ai)
otherwise,
(142)
ti$ (#j){k
2N
=0
if #j # TK (Ai)
otherwise
(143)
(using the fact that the number of terms in (140) is at most k ), and
ti"(#j){xk
2DN
=0
if #j # TK (Ai)
otherwise
(144)
We first show that for \ # Hi&1 with \i=#,
|Zi ( \)&Zi ( \i)|Nri (#) if #  #

(145)
and
&si (#j)Zi ( \)&Zi ( \i)ti$ (#j)+ti"(#j) if #=#j # #

, (146)
the latter implying in particular,
|Zi ( \)&Zi ( \i)|si (#j)+ti$ (#j)+ti"(#j) if #=#j # #

. (147)
Proof. The first inequality, (145), follows (via Proposition 3.5) from the
observation that for any + # Hi&1 ,
0X(+i)&X(+)Nri (#).
This is because changing +i from 4 to # (and leaving other +-values alone)
(i) has no effect on the sets T$(A) & #

for A # Gv , and
(ii) can delete at most ri (#) (#[0, 1]) edges from G$v (and cannot add
any edges to G$v).
For (146) we will need Proposition 3.6. (We could, equivalently, base
our discussion on Lemma 3.9(b), but working directly with Proposi-
tions 3.6 and 3.7 seems clearer in this case.)
For notational convenience, set +s= \s for s=1, ..., i. Let +i+1 , ..., +n be
any string from >ns=i+1 TK (As), and
+=( +1 , ..., +n)=( \1 , ..., \i&1 , \i=#j , +i+1 , ..., +n)
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(so +i=({1 , ..., {i&1 , 4, +i+1 , ..., +n)). We assert that
&si (#j)X(+)&X(+i):
s
d(v, As) (148)
where the sum on the right hand side is over
[s : its # [l+1, m]; +s=#j ; stt # [l+1, m]"[i] O +t{#j].
Proof. Write F, F$ for the values of G$v(#j) under +, +i respectively.
Notice that, because of the conditioning on K, passing from +i to + has no
effect on G$v . Furthermore, A # F$"F can occur only if
AitA # Gv(#j)
(which gives the lower bound in (148)), while A # F"F$ requires that for
some s # [m] with AtAstAi we have +s=#j and
+t{#j \stt # [l+1, m]"[i].
(That is, there must be some AstA which is permanently colored by #j
under +i, but only temporarily so under +. Note As cannot come from Gv ,
since under K no edge of Gv is permanently colored #j .) K
Now the lower bound in (148), in conjunction with Proposition 3.5, gives
Zi ( \)&Zi ( \i)&si (#j).
On the other hand, the right hand side of (148) is at most
ti$ (#j)+: [d(v, As) : its # [i+1, m]; +s=#j],
so that by Proposition 3.6,
Zi ( \)&Zi ( \i)ti$ (#j)+E _: [d(v, As) : its # [i+1, m]; +s=#j]& ,
where the expectation is with respect to the random variables +i+1 , ..., +n .
But this expectation is just ti"(#j), so we have (146).
Notice that since x=(:D)&1 is at most about $&kD&1, the sum of the
bounds in (142)(144) is less than 2k2$&kN. Thus, setting TK (Ai)=
[#j : j # I], we may apply Proposition 3.7 to W=Zi | Hi&1 with c=
2k2$&kN and, for j # I, qj=xi and
cj=c ij :={Nri (#j)si (#j)+ti$ (#j)+ti"(#j)
if #j  #

,
if #j # #

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(using (145), (147) for the values of the cj's), yielding, for |`|$k(2k2N ),
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _8` 2xi :j c
i
j (2k
2$&kN )&
and
`
m
i=l+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp _O(`2ND) :
m
i=l+1
:
j
c ij& .
So finally, to show
`
m
i=l+1
E[e`Zi | Hi&1]exp[O(`2N2D)] \ |`|$k(2k2N ), (149)
we need
:
m
i=l+1
:
j
c ij=O(ND
2). (150)
We consider the contributions of the terms ri (#), si (#j), ti$ (#j) and ti"(#j)
separately. For the first two we have
:
m
i=l+1
:
#
ri (#) :
A # Gv
|[B # B : BtA, {(A) # T(B)]|kD2 (151)
and
:
m
i=l+1
:
j
si (#j) :
N
j=1
:
A # Gv(#j)
|[B # B :BtA, #j # T(B)]|
kND2. (152)
To show
:
m
i=l+1
:
j
ti$ (#j)k2 ND2, (153)
we show that for each #j # #

,
:
m
i=l+1
ti$ (#j)=: {:s d(v, As) : l+1im; #j # T(Ai)=
k2D2 (154)
where the inner sum is over
[s : its # [l+1, i&1]; {s=#j ; stt<i O {t{#j].
The argument here is essentially the same as that for (139): if s appears
as an index in any of the inner sums in (154), and if s<tts, then t does
not appear as such an index. This again says that for any vertex w, there
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is at most one s with As % w which can appear as one of these indices in any
of the inner sums in (154), and the analysis then continues as before.
Finally, for
:
m
i=l+1
:
j
ti"(#j)=O(ND2), (155)
it is enough to show for each #j # #

,
: {:s d(v, As) : l+1im; #j # T(Ai)==O(D
3), (156)
where the inner sum is over
[s : its # [i+1, m]; #j # T(As)].
But the left hand side of (156) is at most
: [d(v, As) |[its : #j # T(Ai)] | : l+1sm, #j # T(As)]
kD :
w{v
d(v, w) |Gw (#j)|(kD)(kD)D,
as desired. K
So at last, just to reiterate: (151), (152), (153), and (155) give (150)
(which gives (149)); and then (133), (135), (138), and (149) give (131), and
the proof is complete.
Note added in proof. Conjecture 1.2 for bipartite multigraphs, and in particular Conjecture
1.3, was proved by Fred Galvin [F. Galvin, The list chromatic index of a bipartite multi-
graph, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 63 (1995), 153158].
Anders Johansson [A. Johansson, An improved upper bound on the choice number for
triangle free graphs, manuscript, 1994] proved, again along the lines of the proof of
Theorem 1.1, that /l(G)=O(Dlog D) for triangle-free G. (See Theorem 1.15 and the para-
graphs following it.)
A proof that /$(G)t8(G) for multigraphs G (cf. Conjecture 1.17), based on ``hard-core''
distributions on sets of matchings, is given in [J. Kahn, Asymptotics of the chromatic index
for multigraphs, submitted for publication], and at this writing the author believes he can
prove Conjecture 1.17 as well.
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